
Outline (Mar 3)
 Lecture on styles and generation (30min)
 Readings

o (James Mooney) A computational approach to politeness with application to social factors
o (Michael Lucke) Style is NOT a single variable: Case Studies for Cross-Style Language 

Understanding
o (Prithvi Raj Botcha) Modeling Local Coherence: An Entity-Based Approach Computational 

Linguistics, 
o (Petros Karypis) Unifying Human and Statistical Evaluation for Natural Language Generation

 HW3 due extended (Mar 11)
 Mid-way project presentation (Mar 15 / 17)

o Will announce the schedule before the class
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CSCI 8980-06: Introduction to NLP

Lecture 14: Styles
Dongyeop Kang, University of Minnesota



Style in language

 Every natural text is written in some style. 

 To generate natural-sounding language, one must represent 
the additional kinds of information which guide the 
interpersonal formulation of communication. 

 Appropriately varying the style of a text often conveys more 
information than is contained in the literal meaning of the 
words (Hovy, 1987)
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'넵' 병은실재했다 -양혜성

네.

넹;ㅎㅎ네

넹

넵

네넹

네ㅋㅋ 넹~

넹넹

네ㅎㅎ

넵!ㅋㅋ

넵넵!

Yea;; 
haha

Yes.

Yes

Yes kkk

Yeyep

Yeah

Yeah~

Yep

Yes haha

YeahYeah

Yep! kkk

YepYep!

넵!알겠습니다.

Yes Sir!

Stylistic meaning of “Yes”
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'넵' 병은실재했다 -양혜성

Stylistic meaning of “Yes”

네.

넹;ㅎㅎ

네

넹

넵

네넹 네ㅋㅋ

넹~

넹넹

네ㅎㅎ

넵!ㅋㅋ

넵넵!

Polite

Impolite

Passiv
e

Active

Yea;; 
haha

Yes.

Yes

Yes kkkYeyep

Yeah
Yeah~

Yep
Yes haha

YeahYeah

Yep! kkk

YepYep!

Better not use “Yes.” or 
“Yea;; haha” to your 
boss

Simply use “Yep” or 
“Yeah”, or add laughing 
words like “kkk”, “haha” for 
smooth communication.

넵!알겠습니다.

Yes Sir!

Use “Yes, sir” 
with exclamation 
mark (!) to show 
your respect.



Alcoholic or Millionaire? 6 Photographers Shoot The Same Guy 
To Show The Power Of Perspective
https://www.boredpanda.com/one-man-six-photographers-portrait-photography-canon-decoy

Psychic Self-made Millionaire Ex-Convict

Life-Saver Alcoholic Fisherman

https://www.boredpanda.com/one-man-six-photographers-portrait-photography-canon-decoy/?utm_source=google&utm_medium=organic&utm_campaign=organic
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Target style: the relationship with the listener 

Alice (to her boss): “I’ll complete my project by noon.”
Bob (to her friend): “Dude, give me a few more minutes!!”

Target style: persona of the speaker (age / education)

Alice (a 60-year old with a Ph.D.): “Pleased to meet you.”
Bob (a 14-year old in high-school): “Whatsup bro!”

Target style: geography of the speaker

Alice (location: California US): “Hella good!”
Bob (location: Southern US): “That’s the bee’s knees.”



History of style research
Philosophy, sociology, sociolinguistics, and recently computational linguistics

 Bakhtin (1981)’s believed in his concept of dialogism theory that the 
meaning of language is socially determined, in that utterances reflect 
social values and that their meaning depended upon their relationship 
with other utterances

Words and expressions in language often derive some part of their 
referential or nonreferential meaning from indexicality (Silverstein, 2003).
o Nonreferential indexicalities include the speaker’s gender, affect (Besnier, 1990), 

power, solidarity (Brown et al., 1960), social class, and identity (Ochs, 1990). 
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Indexicality
 Indexicality is a sign directly suggest meaning because what it shows seems to be the 

result of something we associate with the thing it represents
o E.g., smoke suggests fire, sweat suggest exercise
o A short-cut way for a film director to create meaning

 Second-order indexicality is concerned with the connection between linguistic variables 
and the metapragmatic meanings that they encode (Silverstein ,2003). 

 Eckert (2008) built the notion that linguistic variables index a social group, which leads 
to the indexing of certain traits stereotypically associated with members of that group.

 Eckert (2000) argued that style change creates a new persona, impacting a social 
landscape.
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See S4.1, Linguistically Informed Language Generation: A Multifaceted Approach 



Indexicality
Examples 

 Imagine a woman is walking down the street in New York City and stops to ask 
somebody where to find a McDonald is . He responds to her in a heavy Brooklyn 
accent, causing her to consider possible personal characteristics that might be indexed 
by it, such as the man’s intelligence, economic situation, and other non-linguistic 
aspects. 

 New York in the 1960s, Labov (1966) showed that the clear articulation of postvocalic [r] 
in words like “fourth” and “floor” indexed a higher class (in New York), whereas its 
absence of it indexed a lower class.
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NLP applications in style
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“Hella good!” 

Californian’s English

Positive sentiment

Informal text

…

Predicting linguistic styles of text (style classification)

Predicting latent attributes of the speaker’s writing styles (stylometry)

Written by David

Written by age 18-22
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“Hella good!” “Very good!” 

Transferring Californian’s English to formal English 



Text style transfer

 A natural language generation task which aims to control certain 
attributes in the generated text, such as politeness and emotions, while 
preserving the content.

 While preserving the original meaning of text, the stylistic variations in 
the text primarily manifest themselves at different levels such
o lexical, like word choice or pronoun dropping, 
o syntactic, like a preference for the passive voice, 
o and even pragmatic, like interpersonal distance with hearer (DiMarco and Hirst, 

1990). 
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Empathetic dialog system

Writing assistants

Text simplification

Neutralizing Subjective Bias in Text



Parallel and non-parallel corpora
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Deep Learning for Text Style Transfer: A Survey



Style transfer with parallel corpora
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“Hella good!” “Very good!” 

Hella good ! EOS

Very

Very

good

Encoder-decoder model



Style transfer without parallel corpora
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Disentanglement between content and style

Disentangled Representation Learning for Non-Parallel Text Style Transfer



Cross-style language understanding

 Text is formed by a complex 
combination of different styles
o E.g., formality markers, emotions, 

metaphors

 The multiple styles co-vary in a 
complicated way.
o E.g., “romantic” emotion + 

“informality”

Style is NOT a single variable: Case Studies for Cross-Style Language Understanding



Style is NOT a single variable: Case Studies for Cross-Style Language Understanding

Some styles are highly correlated in sentences



Some styles are highly correlated in words
“Please”

“Coward”
Does BERT Learn as Humans Perceive? Understanding Linguistic Styles through Lexica



Issues in style-controlled output

22

I am looking for

the following steps to 
create a 3D model using 
OpenCV. 

a quick fix to this, so I 
will share some of my 
results..

polite

impolite

Carnegie Mellon 
University is

one of the most exciting
and exciting places to be 
a nerd. happy

is a private, for-profit 
university founded in 1876 
of New York Carnegie 
Corporation 

polite

a professional bodybuilder from Ukraine who 
is a super sexy **** who will help you get 
your ass filled with loads of **** ****

a popular tourist
destination in 
southern Seoul Dongyeop is

offensive

formal

• factuality problem 
• Biases from training domain
• Ethical concerns



Style 
research

Multi-style 
correlation Style ontology

Correlation to Causality

Sentence to Lexicon
Sentence to Document

Dataset bias and 
OOD problem

Lack of parallel, 
context annotated 

datasets

Controllability

Disentanglement
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